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The general conditions are studied on which Continuous Double Auctions
(CDA) for markets with asset and bond trading settle in states with Pareto
efficient allocations. In particular, markets in which assets are bought by bonds
collateralized by these assets as security are investigated, and the outcome of
corresponding CDAs is compared to the general collateral equilibrium (CE).
Since the latter is not defined in the context of a trading process, we propose
for the outcome of a CDA a definition of a Pareto Efficient Allocation with
Collateral (PEAC) substantially different from the general CE. It prescinds
from most details of the auction mechanism and from the particular market
mechanisms. With this definition, PEACs are characterized by particular
assumptions on the agent’s utility functions, on particular price finding
mechanisms, and on the topology of the network of trading relationships
between agents. Three general research questions are being formulated and
followed within this paper: (a) what are the general characteristics of PEACs?
(b) which markets are necessary and/or sufficient for reaching a PEAC? (c)
when does a CDA reach a PEAC with an allocation being that of the CE?
Numeric results are given for a two stage world with a binary outcome in the
second stage, with agents having individual expectations on that outcome.
This scenario has been studied previously by Geanakoplos and Zame for the
CE, and by Breuer et. al for PEACs. The main contribution of this paper
consists in a general approach to studying final states in trading processes
that do not impose a priori prices as done in CE, or other global, strict pricing
strategies such as that of a Tâtonnement Process.
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1 Introduction

Collateral Equilibrium (CE) has been studied by Geanakoplos and Zame (Geanakoplos
and Zame [2010]) formulating a theory of general equilibrium for an economy trading
assets and bonds collateralized by these same assets. Agents are totally heterogeneous
in their individual expectation of the possible outcomes in stage two of a two-stage
framework. In this framework, agents must back their promise on bonds with collateral
given by some assets. This, together with the heterogeneous expectations of agents,
makes a bond a tradeable product with price dynamics in its own right, resulting in
endogenous leverage on the asset market. The CE determines unique equilibrium prices
and equlilibrium allocations for riskless and risky bonds. Breuer et al [2015] defined a
continuous double auction with zero intelligence traders (Gode and Sunder [1993]) and
markets bringing about a trading process which settles in approximately the equilibrium
prices and allocations of the CE. However, this result depends strongly on institutional
details of the markets, on the bilateral price finding rule of two trading agents, and on
the network topology of the trading relationships of agents. In many other cases, still, a
type of equilibrium can be observed into which the double auction settles. This type of
equilibrium can be characterized by the structure of the final allocation of the agents.
In this paper, we start from these observations and propose a definition of an equilibrium
which prescinds from most details of the auction mechanism, market institutions, building
only on the definition of traded products in general, on basic assumptions about the
agent’s utility function, and on trading restrictions such as no short selling of assets
and collateral requirements for bond selling. We call this type of equilibrium a Pareto
Efficient Allocation with Collateral (PEAC). Its definition differs basically from the
definition of the equilibrium as defined by the General Equilibrium Theory which is
based on Walrasian (competitive) Equilibrium characterized by a priori prices which
clear all markets together by utility maximizing agents. In a continous double auction,
however, prices come up by a random process determined by a trade between any two
agents. Randomness is due to random choices of a bidding and an asking agent for
possible trade, and to purely utility improving, randomly chosen prices of zero intelligence
bidding and asking agents: prices and allocation form a stochastic process. Thus, two
points of comparison between CE and PEAC may be looked at: the structure and the
numeric characteristics of the allocation in CE and PEAC, and the equilibrium prices in
CE and the final prices in continuous double auctions leading to a PEAC. The latter
point of comparison is less important for the trading process itself, since prices undergo
a stochastic process, and final prices play quite a different role in a continous double
auction than the a priori equilibrium prices in CE theory, whereas the final allocations
determine in both cases an equilibrium in potential utility improvement of all agents.
Because of this basic difference in the role of prices, we will abstain in the following from
using the word ”equilibrium” when refering to PEACs.
Three general research questions are formulated and followed within this paper:

(a) what are the general characteristics of PEACs?

(b) which markets are necessary and/or sufficient for reaching a PEAC?
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(c) which conditions on a continuous double auctions make allocations of PEACs and
CEs coincide?

In a), the main finding is that the structure of the allocation in PEACs is the same
as in CEs which extends and generalizes the findings of ?. Furthermore, we give a
necessary and sufficient condition for PEACs and CEs to coincide in their holdings,
independently of the Continuous Double Auction leading to the PEAC. In b), besides
very general sufficiency conditions, the focus of this paper is on restrictions in trading
relations in the continuous double auction which lead to final allocations that are not
PEACs unless adding further markets to the auction. In c), we will show that allocations
of CEs are always PEACs, but in the other direction, we need very strong conditions on
price determination during a continuous double auction for achieving a PEAC with the
allocation of a CE.
It is worth noting at this point that this work does not cover the stochastic process itself
of a continuous double auction, i.e. any questions concerning the stochasticity of the
process dynamics such as the probability of reaching a particular PEAC or CE.
The paper is organized in the following way. After defining in chapter 2 the general
trading framework in terms of agents and their utility functions, markets, auctions and
tradings, a general definition of a Pareto Efficient Allocation with Collateral (PEAC) will
be given at the end of the chapter. Chapter 3 introduces the concrete reference scenario of
collateral and leverage (called ”the leverage cycle example) in a continous double auction
in a two stage, two outcomes economy with zero-intelligence agents. Known results from
? will be summarized at the end of this chapter. This concrete scenario ilustrates and
motivates the abstract definitions introduces in chapter 2. In chapter 4, we formulate
and discuss the three research questions. In a number of propositions, we characterize
PEACs under varying conditions on pricing mechanisms, trade network topologies, and
general market types. Then, sufficient conditions for convergence to a PEAC are given.
Finally, a discussion on whether and under what conditions CE and PEAC coincide, will
conclude this chapter. Chapter 5 summarizes the potential of this perspective on PEACs
and presents an outlook on future work.
Generally, certain definitions in this paper tend to be as general as possible to allow
for a general view on wealth equilibria in trading processes. Since this is intended to
be a working paper, we do not seek a consistent level of abstraction throughout the
entire paper, but switch sometimes to the concrete leverage cycle example if the focussed
research questions allow for a meaningful answer only within that scenario but not in the
general case. Future work will certainly still have to widen the perspective to include
different examples of auctions and economies.
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2 General Framework for Trading with Collateral in Continuous
Double Auctions and the Pareto Efficient Allocation with
Collateral

We investigate on trading processes between agents exchanging goods and collateral
via a continous double auction (Friedman and Rust [1993]) under stochasticity, and are
interested in the final states of such processes. These processes can be described by some
very general definitions of the auction, the trading agents, the markets, and the trade
networks of these agents. The basic difference between this framework and the framework
of Geanakoplos and Zame [2010] consists in the number of stages. The latter assumes two
stages with the second stage having several uncertain states each with different prices
for assets, and the agent’s utility of allocations is completely heterogenous because of
heterogenous expectations of the outcome of stage 2 (which state will it be in?) by the
single agent. Our framework assumes just one stage, and the uncertainty of possible states
with different asset prices in the first framework is reduced to completely heterogenous
utility functions in our framework. Thus, utility here is defined more abstract than
in Geanakoplos and Zame, where it has more structure defined by the second stage.
However, if we assume that assets are durable, then as far as the equilibrium prices and
allocations of a CE at the end of the first stage are concerned, the two-stage world can
be represented also in our one-stage world.

2.1 Agents

There is a set of trading agents A := {ai|i ∈ I} where I ⊂ [0, 1]. There are no restrictions
on I, but when presenting empirical results from simulations in this paper, I is a finite
subset.
Agents are so-called zero-intelligence

¯
agents (Gode and Sunder [1993]) whose state

consists merely in the current holdings (hi(g1), . . . , hi(gn)) of goods gk ∈ G, the set of
goods, see below. Holdings of agent ai are thus described by a mapping hi : G 7→ R
indicating the amount of each good the agent is currently holding. Agent i is endowed
with an endowment (ωi1, . . . , ω

i
n) ∈ Rn at the beginning of an auction. We assume

ωik ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , n and at least for one k holds ωk > 0. We will also require holdings of
agents to never be zero for all goods.

2.2 Tradeable Goods

There is a set of goods G := {g1, . . . , gn}. In the economies of this paper, there are three
types of goods:

• cash: this is a good with the same utility to all agents and which requires at all
time a non-negative holding hi(gn) ≥ 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that
this good always has highest index n, and sometimes the symbol c is used instead
of gn.
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• assets: this is a tradeable good with different utility for each agent who can never be
short on it: hi(gk) ≥ 0 ∀k=1...ns . Without loss of generality, we assume that the first
ns goods g1, . . . , gns are assets. Sometimes, the symbols sk ∈ S := {s1, . . . , sns} or
simply s will be used to indicate these assets.

• bonds: this is a loan to be repaid by the seller in cash to the holder (buyer) of it. A
bond gk, k ∈ {ns + 1, . . . , ns + nb}, has a fixed face value vk > 0 which has to be
repaid in cash in the future (i.e. after the trades in the auction which means: after
the time horizon we are looking at in this paper) . Without loss of generality, we
assume that goods gns+1, . . . , gn−1 are bonds (having ns assets, nb bonds, n goods,
and cash, we have n = ns+nb+1). Sometimes, the symbols bk ∈ B := {b1, . . . , bnb}
or simply b will be used to indicate these bonds.
A positive holding of a bond, hi(b) > 0, means that agent ai has given loan to some
other agent, a negative holding means that the agent has taken a loan from some
other agent. Bonds usually are not part of the endowment: ωk = 0 ∀k=ns+1,...,n−1.
Bonds need a collateral of some assets as security. In case the bond seller does
not want to or cannot repay the face value of the bond, he might want to or has
to repay with this asset in the future. So the following condition must hold for
holdings of any agent:

−
∑

b∈B: hj(b)<0

hi(b) ≤
∑
s∈S

(
1

col(s)
· hi(s)) ∀i∈I (1)

where col(s) is the number of assets s required as collateral for any one bond1. Note
that positive holdings of a bond bi in general may not compensate the required
collateral for negative holdings of some other bond bj . Positive holdings mean that
the agent has bought bonds giving loan to some other agent, negative holdings
mean that the agent has sold a bond taking a loan.
Bonds are called risky, if they have different utility for each agent (because of
collateral with assets). There may also be (at most) one riskless bond with the
same utility for all agents. This means that its face value equals its utility.

2.3 Utility

An agent has a utility function quantifying the utility of his current holdings.
ui : Rn+ 7→ R, with ui((hi(gk))k=1...n) is the utility of the holding of agent i in the
current state. We make the following assumptions on the utility functions in the general
framework:

U1 utility is totally heterogeneous for assets and risky bonds: ui(h(gk)) 6= uj(h(gk))
for any risky asset or risky bond gk and any two agents ai and aj

2.

U2 utility is continuous and strictly monotone in the holdings of each good.

1in a more general framework, we should let the collateral col(s, b) depend on asset s and bond b which
s is taken as a security for

2h(g) means a holding with h(g) units of good g and 0 units for all other goods
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U3a without loss of generality, we assume that indexing of agents is such that for some
asset s, ui is strictly monotone in i: ui(h(s))↗ for i↗ 1 if h(s) > 0.

If ui(h(s)) is differentiable in i: dui(h(s))
di > 0

U3b if there exists only one asset s, or if U3a holds for all assets, then the utility of all
risky bonds is strictly monotone in i: ui(h(b))↗ for i↗ 1.

If ui(h(b)) is differentiable in i: dui(h(b))
di > 0.

U4 without loss of generality, we assume that ui(h(gn)) = h(gn)

U5 col(s) > ui(one(b))
ui(one(s))

∀i∈I, s∈S, b∈B3

U6 ui(one(s)) ≥ ui(one(b)) ∀i∈I,s∈S,b∈B

U7 ui(one(s))
ui(one(b))

↗ for i↗ 1 for all s ∈ S, b ∈ B.

If ui(one(s)) and ui(one(b)) are differentiable in i:

d(ui(one(s))ui(one(b))
)/di > 0 which, for risky bonds, is equivalent to dui(one(s))/di

dui(one(b))/di
> ui(one(s))

ui(one(b))

U1 takes account that our investigation is about equilibria in heterogeneous populations
of agents. Clearly, populations in which utility is not totally heterogeneous (some subsets
of agents may have the same utility for certain goods that generally are considered to
be risky) need a particular investigation which we prescind from in this paper. U2 is
quite common in Macroeconomic Theory. The continuity assumption is required for the
definiion of Double Auctions, see below. For most results of chapter 4, however, we will
need stronger assumptions, for example linearity. Note that our definition 1 of a Pareto
Efficient Allocation with Collateral below does not require any further assumption on
the utility function. U3a is a consequence of U1. U3b is motivated by U3a, because a
bond has to be paid back either in cash with its face value being the same for all agents,
or by an amount of asset s being the same for all agents as well, but with utility strictly
monotone in i. U4 is based on the definition of the cash good required to have the same
utility for all agents and can be assumed without loss of generality. U5 establishes a link
between utility and collateral as defined in 2.2 by equation (1), which is necessary for
most results of chapter 4. U5 is quite intuitive for linear utility functions, since an asset
cannot be of less utility than the utility of that amount of bonds which it might serve
as a collateral for. U6 and U7 are essential for theorem 1 which is foundational for the
results of this paper. U6 is a weak assumption and takes into account the fact that bonds
in this framework are intended to finance assets, without loss of generality. If an asset is
sold by a bond, U7 requires that its limit price for agent ai (see 2.5) must be strictly
monotone in i. Note that U7 is a consequence of U3a for b being a riskless bond, since it
has the same utility for all agents.

2.4 Trades

Trades take place between two agents, see below (Double Auction). A trade defines
quantities of goods and has a trade price either in cash or in a bond b ∈ B.

3one(g) means a holding with one unit for the good g and 0 units for all other goods
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A trade exchanges quantities of goods: (µ(gk))k=1...n−1 ∈ Rn−1 for a positive price in
cash: πc > 0, or in bonds b ∈ B: πb > 0 in which case µ(b) = 0.
Thus, a trade τ is defined by

• τ := ((µ(gk))k=1...n−1, πc), or by

• τ := ((µ(gk))k=1...n−1, πb)

A trade results in change of holdings of the bidder and the asker of the trade:

• bidder:
hbid(gk) ← hbid(gk) + µ(gk) for k < n, and either hbid(gn) ← hbid(gn)− πc if paid
by cash, or hbid(b)← hbid(b)− πb if paid by bond b.

• asker:
hask(gk)← hask(gk)− µ(gk) for k < n, and either hask(gn)← hask(gn) + πc if paid
by cash, or hask(b)← hask(b) + πb if paid by bond b.

Trades are subject to the following four trade constraints:

TR1 utility improvement constraint:
trades in this framwork are assumed to result always in a utility improvement for
at least one of the two agents, and not in a loss of utility for the other one.

TR2 cash constraint:
if paid by cash: hbid(gn) ≥ πc

TR3 collateral constraint:
inequation (1) must hold for the bidder and asker after the exchange of goods by
the trade

TR4 short sale constraint:
hask(s) ≥ µ(s) for all assets s

If the trade includes assets, we can assume without loss of generality that a trade has
at least one asset s with µ(s) > 0 (because of the utility improvement constraint). The
same holds for bonds. Thus, we can exclude trades that have only negative quantities
µ(gi) < 0. If a trade has different assets with positive and negative quantities, these
assets will be exchanged by bidder and asker. However, since we want to exclude pure
barter, such an exchange always has a price in cash or in bonds.

2.5 Limit Prices

For an agent ai and a trade τ , a limit price πlimiti (τ) is that price at which agent ai
has neither a gain nor a loss in utility. U2 assures its existence. More specifically, if the
utility function ui is linear, we define a limit price πlimiti (gk) for a good gk, 1 ≤ k < n.
At this price, any trade of one unit of exclusively this good (i.e. one(gk)) results neither
in a utility gain nor in a utility loss for the agent. Generally, a limit price depends on
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the current holdings of the agent and on the quantity of gk traded. In case of linearity of
the utility function, the limit price in cash of µ(gk) goods gk is simply:

πlimiti (µ(gk)) = ui(µ(gk)) = µ(gk) · πlimiti (gk) (2)

If the price is in bonds b, in case of linearity, the limit price is simply:

πlimiti (µ(gk), b) = ui(µ(gk))/ui(one(b)) (3)

Note that because of U5, it is impossible to buy an asset by bonds without loss of utility
and at the same time cover all the required collateral by the asset bought.
For a trade τ , in case of linearity, we have

πlimiti (τ) =
∑

k=1...n−1
µ(gk) · πlimiti (gk) (4)

We will use this notation throughout this paper.

2.6 Markets

There is a set of markets M := {m1, . . . ,mM} where each market mk handles exchange
of a product pk := (µk(gi))i=1...n−1 ∈ Rn−1 in trades. In most cases, µk(gi) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
µk(gi) = 0 means that the good gi is not traded on market mk. Cash gn is never part of
a product. Market trades refer to any quantity ρ > 0 of the market product pk. This
quantity is part of the trade. Thus, a trade on market mk is defined by
τ := ((ρ · µk(gi))i=1...n−1, π(τ)).

where the price π(τ) ∈ R+ in a trade τ is either a quantity of cash or of a bond b ∈ B.
In the latter case, b is not part of the product mk: µk(b) = 0. For example, an asset may
be traded by a price in cash, but on a different market by a price in a bond, i.e. against
loan. This is part of the market definition itself.

2.7 Continuous Double Auction

In a Continuous Double Auction (CDA), trades are performed on markets in the following
way. Any trade on a market mk is restricted to two agents, a bidder abid and an asker
aask, ask, bid ∈ I, ask 6= bid. The asker wants to sell the product pk, the bidder wants to
buy it paying a price for it to the asker. The restriction means in particular, that the
price of a trade τ is established only by these two agents and a price rule of the CDA. A
trade results in an exchange of goods between the asker and the bidder, see above. A
trade needs an offer both by the bidder and the asker, each proposing a price range for
which assumption U2 (continuity of the utility function) guarantees the feasability. If the
two price ranges overlap, a trade is possible, and the double auction defines a price rule:
for example, always asker’s lowest, or bidder’s highest price, or a price half way between
these two, or some other rule for establishing a price within the overlapping interval. In
this case, we say that the two offers ”match”, and the trade will then be executed by
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exchanging goods, with the established price, as described above.
The CDA defines mechanisms for selecting bid and ask offers (randomly, or cyclically, or
by best offers first, or oldest first, etc.) and a price rule. For algorithmic convenience,
we assume that we have only a finite number of agents in any CDA. In order to exclude
never ending auctions, we make the following reasonable assumption.

minimal-trade-quantity assumption:
For each market mk of a given CDA, there exists a lower trade quantity ρmink such that
for any trade with market product pk, the trade quantity ρ must be at least this lower
quantity except for residuals

• in the holding of cash of the bidder which is below the minimal (utility improving)
amount required to buy at least ρmink products, if the trade is paid by cash,

• in the holdings of goods in pk which is below the trade quantity given by ρmink

products,

• if the collateral constraint (1) allows for a trade for just an amount ρ less than ρmink

In these three cases, it is required to trade the maximum amount possible within these
three constraints.

Note that trades in a CDA are always performed for a product of a single market,
i.e. in isolation and not together with other products of other markets. If there are
several markets, the double auction will also define mechanisms for selecting a market
for trade (cyclically, randomly, prioritized, etc.) .
Formally, a CDA is a stochastic process. Its successive states are current holdings of all
its agents. State transitions are given by exchange of goods by bilateral trade of two
selected agents, changing their holdings. The definition of a CDA always requires a set
of agents, a set of products, and a set of markets.

2.8 Trade network

Agents are connected to each other in a trade network. This network defines the
relationships between agents that may trade with each other. Networks are characterized
by a topology. Examples are

• fully connected network: each agent may trade with any other agent

• direct neighbor network: each agent aik may trade only with direct neighbors aik−1

and aik+1
if we have a finite or countable infinite set of agents, and ik−1 (ik+1) is

direct predecessor (successor) of ik in I.

• hierarchic network: agents belong to a group of agents headed by some superior
agent. Agents may only trade within such a group, while superiors may also trade
with other superiors.

We will investigate in chapter 4 on these three types of networks.
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2.9 Pareto Efficient Allocation with Collateral

With the above definitions, a definition of a general Pareto Efficient Allocation with
Collateral can be formulated as follows:

Definition 1. Given a set of agents, a set of goods, and utility functions of the agents
on the goods as described above, the states of the agents (i.e. their holdings) are said to
be in a Pareto Efficient Allocation with Collateral ( PEAC) if there are no two
agents ai, aj , i 6= j such that a trade is possible (regardless of any trade network) with ai
as an asker and aj as a bidder, i.e. for which the four trade constraints TR1-TR4 hold.
If the goods include only assets and cash but no bonds, this state is called a Pareto
Efficient Allocation ( PEA).
Given a Continous Double Auction cda and an endowment for its agents, particular
holdings of its agents are said to describe a reachable Pareto Efficient Allocation
with Collateral (or reachable Pareto Efficient Allocation if there are no bonds)
for cda if there exists an execution of cda that settles in these holdings as a PEAC (as a
PEA).

Note the following points on this definition:

• in the context of a continuous doouble auctions, a PEAC defines the allocation of
a final state of the auction

• we consider a PEAC a desirable, regular end of any CDA

• a PEAC defines a pareto-optimal distribution of wealth of the agents: any utility
improvement of one agent by a trade, leads to a utility deterioration of another
agent, if TR2-Tr4 hold. Although this seems to be obvious, it must be kept in mind
that the definition of a PEAC is restricted to bilateral allocation shifts while pareto-
efficiency in general is based on allocation shifts of possibly several agents towards
the agent improving utility. Although our definition of a trade is comprehensive
enough to subsume a number of different agents which are involved in a trade
towards the utility-improving agent, into a single agent subsuming these different
trading sides into a single offer, it is clear that the bilateral allocation shift is not
the same as a trade between more than two agents. This is due to the collateral
constraint

• the definition of a PEAC itself makes no reference to a Continous Double Auction,
but just to a population of agents and to a set of goods, and to the concept of a trade
between two agents. Even though a trade as defined here, is closely related to a
double auction in our framework, it represents, in the context of this definition, the
essential point of an equilibrium: the minimal variation in wealth that is excluded
in an equilibrium

• this definition makes no reference to the markets of the CDA. This means that in a
certain state of the auction, there might very well be a possible trade between two
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agents, but without a market in the CDA offering a corresponding trade product.
Thus, this definition allows for CDAs in which at a certain state of the auction
(holdings of its agents) any trade on its markets has become impossible, i.e. the
CDA has come to a halt, but not to a PEAC. We will present in chapter 4 such a
scenario.

• this definition makes no reference to an agent’s total maximization of the utility, i.e.
a maximization that takes into account all tradeable goods together of the (general
equilibrium) holding of the agent.

• this defintion makes no reference to prices. It has no concept of anything like an
equilibrium price.

• neither makes this definition a reference to anything like market clearing.

It is clear that we have quite a different definition of ”equilibrium” than that of the
General Equilibrium Theory (CE), which we will give here for our one-stage world:4

Definition 2. Given a set of agents, a set of goods, endowments of these goods, and
utility functions of the agents on the goods as described above, a Collateral Equilibrium
(CE) is defined by prices (π∗(gk))k=1..n−1 and holdings of agents i ∈ I: (hi(gk))k=1..n

such that the following holds:

• for each asset s: sum of asset holdings of all agents equals the total endowment of
the asset: ”asset market clearing”

• for each bond b: sum of bond holdings of all agents is 0: ”bond market clearing”

• for each agent i: with respect to the prices (π∗(gk))k=1..n−1, it must hold:∑
s∈S(hi(s)) · π∗(s) +

∑
b∈B(hi(b)) · π∗(b) + hi(c) ≤

∑
s∈S(ωi(s)) · π∗(s) + ωi(c):

”budget feasibility”

• for each agent: the ”collateral constraint” (1) holds

• for each agent: the holdings (hi(gk))k=1..n maximize the utility function ui on the
set of feasible budgets as defined in the last two points: ”budget optimization”

If there are only assets as goods but no bonds, the prices and the holdings for assets, and
the cash holdings, define a Walrasian Equilibrium (WE) if the following holds:

• for each asset s: sum of asset holdings of all agents equals the total endowment of
the asset: ”asset market clearing”

• for each agent i: with respect to the prices (π∗(s))s∈S, it must hold:∑
s∈S(hi(s)) · π∗(s) + hi(c) ≤

∑
s∈S(ωi(s)) · π∗(s) + ωi(c): ”budget feasibility”

• for each agent: the holdings (hi(s))s ∈ S, hi(c)) maximize the utility function ui on
the set of feasible budgets as defined in the last point: ”budget optimization”

4we follow Geanakoplos and Zame [2010] reducing their definition to the first stage
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3 The Leverage Cycle Example

A concrete example of an economy with collateral which we want to refer to in this
paper is due to Geanakoplos [2003] and Geanakoplos and Zame [2010]. For this example,
we have defined in ? a CDA with markets such that the double auction settles in the
General Equilibrium state.

3.1 The Economy

The economy of the example is defined as follows.
There are two stages: today and tomorrow. Today, a single asset s is traded by agents
ai ∈ {ai|i ∈ [0, 1]} each having a cash endowment of one unit of c and an asset endowment
of one unit of s at the beginning.
Tomorrow will be in one of the two states ”up” and ”down”. In state ”up”, a unit of the
asset will be worth one unit of cash, in state ”down” it will be worth 0.2 units of cash.
Each agent ai is expecting state ”up” with probability i and ”down” with probability
(1− i).
Assets can be bought at phase one by cash or by bonds requiring a collateral of col(s) = 1
assets. There are two types of bonds: riskless bonds and risky bonds, which are indexed
by their face value. There is one riskless bond b0.2 with face value v = 0.2. Since the face
value of a bond has to be repaid by cash at stage two or, alternatively, by its collateral
asset s which is worth at least 0.2 at stage two, the bond b0.2 will always repay its face
value 0.2 at stage 2 and thus is considered to be riskless. Risky bonds bv have a face
value v ∈ (0.2, 1]. At stage two, bv will return v in state ”up”, and 0.2 in state ”down”
since it is convenient to any agent to repay the bond to its owner by the collateral s
worth only 0.2 < v at state ”down”.
The goods are thus the following: G := (s, bv1 , . . . , bvnb , c)
The utility function ui of an agent ai is the sum of the expectations of the value of his
assets and bonds, plus his cash:

ui(hi(s), hi(bv1), . . . , hi(bvnb), hi(c)) := hi(s) · (i · 1.0 + (1− i) · 0.2) +∑
k=1...nb

hi(bvk) · (i · vk + (1− i) · 0.2) + hi(c)
(5)

Note that hi(bvk) is negative when the agent has sold bonds bvk (taken loan). In the
simplest version of this economy, there are no bonds (nb = 0). In a second version, there
will only be the riskless bond b0.2. In a third version, there will only be one risky bond
bv wit v > 0.2. In a forth version, there will be the riskless bond b0.2 and one risky bond
bv with v > 0.2. Finallly, in the fifth version, there will be only two risky bonds bv1 and
bv2, 0.2 < v1 < v2.

3.2 The Collateral Equilibrium

The economy has the following Collateral Equilibria (see ?).
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Version 1: no bonds
Fig. 1 shows the equilibrium holdings, based on the equilibrium price of π∗(s) = 0.677
for one asset, at which the market clears by trading quantities of the asset that maximize
each agent’s utility function. There is an agent with index i0 = 0.596 being indifferent
on buying or selling assets at this price, and all agents ai with i > i0 have bought assets
spending all their cash, and all agents ai with i < i0 have sold all their assets.

Figure 1: Equilibrium allocation without bonds.

Version 2: one riskless bond b0.2
Fig. 2 shows the equilibrium holdings, based on the equilibrium price of π∗(s) = 0.749 for
one asset, while bonds are traded by all agents on their face value 0.2, prices at which the
market clears by trading quantities of the assets and bonds that maximize each agent’s
utility function. There is an agent with index i0 = 0.686 being indifferent on selling all

Figure 2: Equilibrium allocation with the riskless bond b0.2.
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his assets, or buying assets by cash or bonds at these prices, and all agents ai with i > i0
have bought assets spending all their cash and collateralizing all their assets to get cash
for bonds, for buying assets. Agents ai with i < i0 have sold all their assets and have cash
and/or bonds (sold), an alternative which they are indifferent about and thus without
unique allocation. Note that the equilibrium price for assets is higher than that without
bonds which is due to the capacity to use assets as a collateral to buy further assets.

Version 3: one risky bond b0.5
Fig. 3 shows the equilibrium holdings, based on the equilibrium price of π∗(s) = 0.716
for one asset, and π∗(b0.5) = 0.375 for one bond, prices at which the market clears by
trading quantities of the assets and bonds that maximize each agent’s utility function.
There is an agent with index i0 = 0.801 being indifferent on selling all his assets, or

Figure 3: Equilibrium allocation with the risky bond b0.5.

buying assets by cash or bonds at these prices, and all agents ai with i > i0 have bought
assets spending all their cash and collateralizing all their assets to buy further assets for
bonds. Agents ai with i < i0 have sold all their assets. There is an agent with index
i1 = 0.583 being indifferent on selling bonds are keeping only cash, and all agents ai with
i0 > i > i0 have bought bonds for all their cash, while agents ai with i < i1 keep only
cash. Note that the equilibrium price of bond b0.5 is below his face value because of the
risk of finishing tomorrow in the down state. This difference may be interpreted as a
price for risk.

Version 4: one riskless bond b0.2 and one risky bond b0.5
In this case, only the riskless bond b0.2 will be traded, thus the final holding are the same
as in case 2, see Fig. 2.
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4 Three Research Questions, and their Discussion

Three basic research questions come up from the definition of a Pareto Efficient Alloca-
tion with Collateral (PEAC) as defined in our general framework of Continous Double
Auctions for assets, bonds and collateral of chapter 2.

Research Question 1;
what are the general characteristics of a PEAC?

Research Question 2;
which markets are necessary and/or sufficient for reaching a PEAC?

Research Question 3;
when does a CDA reach a PEAC with holdings of a Collateral Equilibrium?

Although a PEAC (described by the agent’s holdings) for stochastic CDAs is not unique
(see 4.1), a general characterization is possible under certain conditions. Characterization
and conditions are looked for in the context of the first question. The second question
starts from the observation that a CDA may get stuck without reaching a PEAC since
its markets are not sufficient for reaching an equilibrium (see 4.2). The third question is
the hardest but also the most interesting to investigate on, since it connects this work
with the General Equilibrium Theory.
Throughout chapter 4, the utility function of an agent is required to be linear.5

Furthermore, we assume a fully connected trade network of agents: each agent may trade
with any other agent. Only in section 4.2, we study the influence of restricted network
topologies on PEACs.

4.1 General Characteristics of a Pareto Efficient Allocation (with Collateral)

The following versions of the set of goods should be looked at:
case 1: no bonds
case 2: one bond
case 3: several bonds, one asset
case 4: several bonds, several assets
In this working paper, we will examine only cases 1 and 2. The cases with several bonds
are briefly discussed and results are left to future work. For the cases 1 and 2, a general
characterization will be given in the following, and then CDAs for the Leverage Cycle
Example will be examined.

4.1.1 Case ” no bonds”

There are only markets for assets against cash in this case. Most results in this section
are given for the case of just one asset s. The following proposition answers partly to the

5nonlinearity is an issue for future work, see chapter 5
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third research question, i.e. the relation between a Walrasian Equilibrium (WE) and a
Pareto Efficient Allocation (PEA):

Proposition 1. The agents holdings in any Walrasian Equilibrium (WE) with one asset
define a Pareto Efficient Allocation (PEA).

Proof: Let holdings hi(s), hi(c), i ∈ I, be the holdings of a WE with equilibrium price
π∗(s). Assume there exists a valid (i.e. TR1-TR4 hold) trade τ = (µ(s), π) between
agents ai, aj , i < j. Because of TR1 (utility gain), U3a (strict monotonicity of the utility
with respect to i ∈ I), and the linearity of the utility function, agent ai must be the asker
and aj the bidder of τ , and it must hold: πlimiti (s) < πlimitj (s).

Now, because hj(c) > 0, we have πlimitj (s) ≤ π∗(s) because the holdings of aj are optimal
with respect to π∗ (otherwise, he would prefer assets to cash, because of U2).
And because hi(s) > 0, we have πlimitj (s) ≥ π∗(s) because the holdings of ai are optimal
with respect to π∗ (otherwise, he would prefer cash to assets, because of U2).
Together, we have πlimiti (s) ≥ πlimitj (s) which contradicts our assumption. �

Remembering that the assumption U3a lets the utility ui(h(s)) of s be strictly monotoni-
cally increasing with increasing i, we can state the following

Proposition 2. (Asset Buyer Separation)
In any PEA with cash and one asset s as goods, there is an i0, 0 < i0 < 1, such that all
agents ai with i > i0 have only assets but no cash: hi(c) = 0 and hi(s) > 0 if i > i0, and
all agents ai with i < i0 have only cash but no assets: hi(s) = 0 and hi(c) > 0 if i < i0.

Proof: We will show that there cannot be any two agents ai and aj , i < j, such that
hi(s) > 0 and hj(c) > 0. So assume that there is a PEA with two agents ai and aj , i < j,
such that hi(s) > 0 and hj(c) > 0. Then define the trade τ to be (hi(s)) with price
πc = πlimitj (hi(s)) and aj as bidder. It holds πlimitj (hi(s)) < πlimitj (hi(s)) because of U3.
so agent aj has no loss of utility with this trade and agent ai has a gain in utility. So
TR1 holds.
Now define the trade τ ′ := (ρ · hi(s), ρ · πc) with 0 < ρ ≤ 1 such that ρ · πc ≤ hj(c).
TR2-TR4 are fulfilled. Thus, we found a possible trade, which contradicts the assumption
of having a PEA. �

Corollary 1. In any PEA with cash and several assets s ∈ S as goods, such that U3a
holds for all assets, there is an i0, 0 < i0 < 1, such that all agents ai with i > i0 have
only assets but no cash: hi(c) = 0 and

∑
s∈S hi(s) > 0 if i > i0, and all agents ai with

i < i0 have only cash but no assets: hi(s) = 0, ∀s∈S and hi(c) > 0 if i < i0.

Proof: same argumentation as in proof of proposition 2
�

Note that i0 ∈ I is not required. If there exists such an i0 /∈ I, the separation is
complete: each agent either has only assets but no cash, or only cash but no assets. In
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this case, we require i0 = (j− k)/2 (where j, k ∈ I are the two closest indices in I smaller
and greater than i0) for convenience in the proofs of some of the following propositions.
This gives rise to the following

Definition 3. Given an index set I ⊂ [0, 1] and agents ai, i ∈ I with holdings hi, an
i0, 0 < i0 < 1 is called the separating index for asset holders, if
hi(c) = 0 and

∑
s∈S hi(s) > 0 for i > i0, and hi(s) = 0,∀s∈S and hi(c) > 0 for i < i0.

If there exists such an i0 /∈ I, the separating index is required to be i0 = (j − k)/2 (where
j, k ∈ I are the two closest indices in I smaller and greater than i0).

Proposition 2 assures the existence of a separating index if there is only one asset. In
case of more than one asset, corollary 1 assures a separating index only if U3a holds
for all assets: a synchronous monotonicity of asset utility for all assets with respect to
the agents index set i. If this does not hold, then we can still reorder agents for each
asset s such that U3a holds, and then use proposition 2 to establish the existence of ns
separating indices if we have ns assets. This proves the following

Corollary 2. In any PEA with cash and ns assets as goods, there are at most ns agents
having both assets and cash.

Note that if the separating index i0 ∈ I, agent ai0 must have both assets and cash, by
definition. The existence of a separating index is a necessary condition of a PEA. The
next proposition shows that it is also sufficient for being a PEA.

Proposition 3. Given an index set I ⊂ [0, 1] and agents ai, i ∈ I with holdings hi of one
asset, such that i0, 0 < i0 < 1 is a separating index for asset holders, then the holdings
are in a PEA.

Proof: We have to show that there is no trade possible with these holdings. In the case
of ”one aset, no bonds”, any trade must be assets for cash. Because of U3a and TR1, any
asset bidder aj must find an asset asker ai such that i < j. If there exists a separating
index, by definition of the separating index properties, this is impossible. �

The next proposition gives a sufficient condition for a PEA to be a Walrasian Equilib-
rium state. Note that by definition of a WE, this is also a necessary condition.

Proposition 4. Given a CDA with one asset s and an endowment of positive amounts
of assets and of cash resp.,which is the same for all agents ai, i ∈ I, and a reachable PEA
with separating index i0 and with holdings hi such that hi(s) = hj(s) and hi(c) = hj(c)
for all i, j ∈ I, i, j < i0 or i, j > i0. Then the holdings are holdings of the Walrasian
Equilibrium with respect to the same endowment.

Proof: Assume any holdings with the properties of the proposition, and assume their
separating index i0 to be different from that of the Walrasian Equilibrium i∗0: i0 6= i∗0. We
will show that these holdings are not reachable without utility loss. Let h∗i (s), h

∗
i (c), i ∈ I

be the agent’s holdings in Walrasian Equilibrium we and π∗ its equilibrium price.
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If i0 > i∗0,
then there must be some j ∈ I, i∗0 < j ≤ i0 with hj(s) = 0 and 0 < hj(c) < h∗i (c) for all
i ∈ I, i ≤ i∗0 because both holdings are assumed to refer to the same endowment. Since
any agent ak, k > i∗0 has a limit price πlimitk (s) > π∗, agent aj must have sold his assets
with utility loss if it has less cash than any h∗i (c), i ≤ i∗0. This contradicts the assumption
that the holding hj is that of a reachable PEA.
If i0 < i∗0,
then there must be some j ∈ I, i∗0 > j ≥ i0 with hj(c) = 0 and 0 < hj(s) < h∗i (s) for all
i ∈ I, i ≥ i∗0 because both holdings are assumed to refer to the same endowment. Since
any agent ak, k < i∗0 has a limit price πlimitk (s) < π∗, agent aj must have bought his
assets with utility loss if it has less assets than any h∗i (s), i ≥ i∗0. This contradicts the
assumption that the holding hj is that of a reachable PEA.

�

In general, i0 ∈ [0, 1] can take any value and the holdings that fulfill the asset buyer
separation of proposition 2 can take any shape. Thus, in order to investigate on an
upper and a lower bound of the separating index i0, we must focus on reachable PEAs
as defined in Definition 1.

Lemma 1. Any CDA with cash, one asset s and no bonds as goods, reaches a PEA.

Proof:
1) any Continous Double Auctions finishes in a final state (holdings of its agents): this
follows from the minimal trade quantity assumption of section 2.7 and from trade as-
sumption TR1 of utility improvement.
2) any final state is a PEA since we have a market that covers all possible trades. �

Proposition 5. (Bounds for Asset Holder Separation)
Let agents ai, i ∈ I, be endowed with the same, fixed endowment for all CDAs in this
proposition, and let all CDAs have one asset. Let the trade network be fully connected.

Let cdamin be the following continous double auction:

• each trade has the bidder’s limit price as the trade price: πc = πlimitbid ,

• each trade occurs between the agent with largest i ∈ I still having cash to buy assets
and the agent with smallest i ∈ I still having assets to sell.

Let i0min be the separating index for asset holders of the PEA of cdamin.

Let cdamax be the same CDA as cdamin but with

• each trade has the asker’s limit price as the trade price: πc = πlimitask ,
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Let i0max be the separating index for asset holders of the PEA of cdamax.

Then i0min is a lower, and i0max is an upper bound for any separating index of a
reachable PEA:
Let cda be a continous double auction with one asset, and let pea be a reachable PEA in
cda. Let i0 be the separating index of pea for asset holders. Then it holds:

i0min ≤ i0 ≤ i0max.

Proof:
1. i0min ≤ i0
Assume i0 < i0min for the separating index i0 of some PEAC reachable by some CDA
cda.
If i0min /∈ I,
there must be some agent ai, i > i0min such that hi(s) < hmini (s), with hmini the holding
of agent ai in the PEA of auction cdamin, and hi the holding of agent ai in the PEA of
auction cda. This is true because i0 < i0min and because we assumed a fixed endowment
at the beginning of all considered auctions resulting in constant total number of assets in
the agent population. hi(s) < hmini (s) implies, by definition of cdamin in which ai has
bought his assets with his limit price, that ai has bought assets in cda below his limit
price which contradicts condition TR1 for trades.
If i0min ∈ I,
there must be some agent ai, i ≥ i0min such that hi(s) < hmini (s), with hmini the holding
of agent ai in the PEA of auction cdamin, and hi the holding of agent ai in the PEA of
auction cda, by the same argument as above. If i > i0min, we get the same contradiction
as above. If i = i0min, then, because hmini0min

(s) > 0 and hmini0min
(c) > 0 (see note to

proposition 2), but hi(s) < hmini (s) and hi(c) = 0, again ai has bought assets in cda
below his limit price which contradicts condition TR1 for trades.
2. i0 ≤ i0max
Assume i0 > i0max for the separating index i0 of some PEA reachable by some CDA cda.
If i0max /∈ I,
by definition of cdamax, all agents ai with i < i0max have earned cash by selling their
assets at their limit price. Since the total amount of cash c is constant for all auctions,
there must be some agent ai, i < i0max such that hi(c) < hmaxi (c) since i0 < i0max, with
hmaxi the holding of agent ai in the PEA of auction cdamax, and hi the holding of agent
ai in the PEA of auction cda. This implies that ai must have sold his assets below his
limit price which contradicts condition TR1 for trades.
If i0max ∈ I,
there must be some agent ai, i ≤ i0max such that hi(c) < hmaxi (c), by the same argu-
mentation as above. Now, if i < i0max, we get the same contradiction as above. If,
instead, i = i0max, then, because hmaxi0max

(s) > 0 and hmaxi0max
(c) > 0, but hi(c) < hmaxi (c)

and hi(s) = 0, again ai has sold assets in cda below his limit price which contradicts
condition TR1 for trades. �
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Note that the two bounding double auctions cdamin and cdamax require not only the
price rules but also the sequence of trades as described in Proposition 5. Indeed, if a CDA
uses only the price rule of taking always the limit price of the bidder but, for example,
selects trades always between the agent with largest i ∈ I still having cash to buy assets
and the agent with largest j ∈ I, j 6= i still having assets to sell, then this CDA will settle
in a PEA with separating index i0 > i0min. An analog argument holds for cdamax.

If the endowment is the same for all agents and in all auctions, we can character-
ize the PEAs of the bounding continous double auctions in the following way:
in the PEA of cdamin, the asset holdings of agents ai, i > i0min are strictly monotonically
decreasing with increasing i, and the cash holdings of agents ai, i < i0min are strictly
monotonically decreasing with increasing i;
in the PEA of cdamax, the asset holdings of agents ai, i > i0min are strictly monotonically
increasing with increasing i, and the cash holdings of agents ai, i < i0min are strictly
monotonically increasing with increasing i;

Case ”one asset s, no bonds” for the Leverage Cycle example

We can calculate the following upper and lower bounds for the separating index of
the leverage cycle example without bond, for the case I = [0, 1]:

The auctions cdamin and cdamax of proposition 5 have separating indices:
i0min = 0.5531 and i0max = 0.6794

proof:
1. i0min = 0.5531:
in cdamin, assets are bought at bidder’s limit price. Thus, a bidder ai buys 1

0.2+0.8·i
units of assets for one unit of cash, having 1 + 1

0.2+0.8·i assets and no cash. i0 can then
be calculated by the following equation:

1 =

∫ 1

i0

(1 +
1

0.2 + 0.8 · i
)di (6)

2. i0max = 0.6794:
in cdamax, assets are sold at asker’s limit price. Thus, an asker ai gets 0.2 + 0.8 · i
units of cash for one unit of asset, having 1 + 0.2 + 0.8 · i units of cash and no assets.
i0 can then be calculated by the following equation:

1 =

∫ i0

0
(1 + 0.2 + 0.8 · i)di (7)

�

Fig. 4 shows the PEA holdings of 1000 agents of the continuous double auction
cdamin. Compare it with the WE holdings in fig. 1.
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Figure 4: PEA allocation of 1000 agents with auction cdamin : lowerbound.
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Figure 5: PEA allocation of 1000 agents with auction cdamax : upperbound.
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Fig. 5 shows the PEA holdings of 1000 agents of the continuous double auction
cdamax. Compare it with the WE holdings in fig. 1.
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Figure 6: PEA allocation of 1000 agents with auction cdamean.

Fig. 6 shows the PEA holdings of 1000 agents of the continuous double auction
cdamean defined simular to cdamin and cdamax but with the trading price half-way
between the asker’s and the bidder’s limit-price. Compare it with the WE holdings in
fig. 1.

4.1.2 Case ”one asset s, one bond b”

There are three goods in this case: asset s, bond b and cash c. The following proposition
answers partly to the third research question, i.e. the relation between a Collateral
Equilibrium (CE) and a Pareto Efficient Allocation with Collateral (PEAC):

Proposition 6. The agent’s holdings in any Collateral Equilibrium (CE) with one asset
and one bond type define a Pareto Efficient Allocation with Collateral (PEAC).

Proof (more detailed in the appendix): Let hi(s), hi(b), hi(c), i ∈ I, be the holdings
of a CE with equilibrium prices π∗(s), π∗(b). Assume there exists a valid (i.e. TR1-TR4
hold) trade τ = (µ(s), µ(b), π) between agents ai, aj , i < j.

The limit prices for trade πlimitk (τ) are strictly monotone in k ∈ I because of U3 and U7.
Thus, we have
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πlimiti (τ) ≤ π ≤ πlimitj (τ)
with one of the two inequalities being strict because of TR1. Let π∗(τ) be the equilibrium
price in CE for trade τ . If π < π∗(τ) (π > π∗(τ)), then agent ai (aj) could trade at the
equilibrium price π∗(τ) with positive utility gain, contradicting the assumption that we
have a CE with agents having optimal holdings with respect to the equilibrium prices. If
π = π∗(τ), because of TR1, one of the two agents makes a positive utility gain at the
equilibrium price because of TR1, having again the same contradiction. Thus, there is
no such trade τ and the agents holdings are in a PEAC.
�

Note that the other direction of proposition 6 is generally not true. A sufficient condition
for the holdings of a PEAC to be also holdings of a CE will be given in propositions 8
and ?? of this section.

For a general characterization of a PEAC, we can state the following

Theorem 1. (Asset Holder Separation with Bond)
In any PEAC with cash, one asset s and one bond b as goods, there is an i0, 0 < i0 < 1,
such that all agents ai with i > i0 have only assets, no cash, and the complete holding of
assets is collateralized by bonds sold, and all agents with i < i0 have only cash and/or
bonds but no assets:
hi(c) = 0 and hi(s) > 0, and hi(b) = − 1

col(s) · hi(s), if i > i0
hi(s) = 0 and hi(b) ≥ 0 if i < i0

Proof:
1) We will show that there is a separating index i0, 0 < i0 < 1 for asset holders, i.e. such
that these asset holders ai, i > i0 have no cash, and agents ai, i < i0 have no assets:
Assume the contrary: there is a PEAC with two agents ai and aj , i < j, such that
hi(s) > 0 and hj(c) > 0.

a) If ai has some assets which are not collateralized (hi(s) > −col(s) · hi(b))
then define the trade τ := ((hi(s) + col(s) · hi(b)) · one(s), πc) with aj ’s limit price
πc := uj((hi(s) + col(s) · hi(b)) · one(s)). Thus, there is a trade for assets, with price
in cash, between ai and aj by the same argument used in the proof of proposition 2
contradicting that there is a PEAC.
b) If ai has collateralized all his assets (hi(s) = −col(s) · hi(b))
then define the trade
τ := (col(s) · one(s),−one(b)) with price πc := πlimiti (τ) = ui(col(s))− ui(one(b))
and aj as bidder. U6 and U7 assure that πlimitj (τ) > πlimiti (τ) and thus TR1 (utility
gain). Now, let ρ > 0 be such that ρ · col(s) ≤ hi(s) and ρ · πc ≤ hj(c), and define trade
τ ′ := ρ · τ . Then TR2 (cash constraint) and TR4 (no short sale constraint) are fulfilled.
The collateral constraint TR3 is also fulfilled because the quantity of assets sold (col(s))
equals the required collateral for one bond b. Thus, we have found a valid trade which
contradicts having a PEAC.
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2. we now show that hi(b) = − 1
col(s) · hi(s) ∀i>i0 . This will prove the theorem, since 1)

gives hi(s) = 0, i < i0 and thus, by the collateral constraint, hi(b) ≥ 0, i < i0
Assume there exists an agent aj , j > i0, such that hj(b) > − 1

col(s) · hi(s), i.e. aj either
has uncollateralized assets or has no assets but positive holdings of bond b.
a) If the separating index i0 of 1) is in I, then ai0 has both assets and cash (which is
not important here), by definition 2. Then define a trade τ := (hi0(s), πb) with aj as
bidder, and with price in bonds b: πb := πlimitj (hi0(s), b). With equation (3) we have

πb =
uj(hi0(s))
uj(one(b))

. This is, by U7, more than the limit price πlimiti0 (hi0(s), b). Thus, TR1 is

fulfilled. Now let 0 < ρ < 1 be such that ρ · πb ≤ hj(b) + 1
col(s) · hj(s). and define trade

τ ′ := ρ · τ . Then TR4 (short selling constraint) holds because ρ < 1, and the collateral
constraint TR3 holds for aj because of the choice of ρ. TR3 holds also for ai0 since U5
assures that ai0 gets at least the amount of bonds that ρ · hi0(s) was able to collateralize:

ρ · πb = ρ · uj(hi0(s))uj(one(b))
≥ ρ·hi0(s)

col(s) . Thus τ ′ is a valid trade contradicting that we have a

PEAC.
b) If the separating index i0 of 1) is not in I, then redefine i0 as the smallest j > i0, j ∈ I.
It still holds that ai, i > i0 have no cash, and agents ai, i < i0 have no assets. Then
repeat 2) with this new i0, coming into case a) resulting in a contradiction. �

As in case ”one asset, no bonds”, this theorem gives rise to the following

Definition 4. Given an index set I ⊂ [0, 1] and agents ai, i ∈ I with holdings hi, an
i0, 0 < i0 < 1 is called the separating index for asset holders with bond, if
hi(c) = 0 and hi(s) > 0, and hi(b) = − 1

col(s) · hi(s), if i > i0, and

hi(s) = 0 and hi(b) ≥ 0 if i < i0
If there exists such an i0 /∈ I, the separating index is required to be i0 = (j − k)/2 (where
j, k ∈ I are the two closest indices in I smaller and greater than i0).

Theorem 1 assures the existence of a separating index. Note that if i0 ∈ I, agent ai0
has assets that are not fully collateralized. Note also that agents ai, i < i0, must have
at least a positive holding in cash or in bonds, and may have a combination of these.
The next proposition states that the existence of a separating index for asset holders is
sufficient for the holdings to be in a PEAC, if the bond is riskless.

Proposition 7. Given an index set I ⊂ [0, 1] and agents ai, i ∈ I with holdings hi
for one asset and one riskless bond such that there exists an i0, 0 < i0 < 1 defining a
separating indices for asset holders with bond, then the holdings are in a PEAC.

Proof: similar to that of proposition 10 �

The next proposition gives a sufficient condition for a PEAC with a riskless bond to be
a Collateral Equilibrium state. Note that by definition of a CE, this is also a necessary
condition.
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Proposition 8. Given a CDA with one asset s, one bond b which is riskless, and an
endowment which is the same for all agents ai, i ∈ I, and a reachable PEAC with separating
index i0, with holdings hi such that hi(s) = hj(s) and hi(b) · vb + hi(c) = hj(b) · vb + hj(c)
for all i, j ∈ I and i, j < i0 or i, j > i0, vb being the face value of bond b. Then the
holdings are holdings of the Collateral Equilibrium with respect to the same endowment.

Proof: Assume any holdings with the properties of the proposition, and assume their
separating index i0 to be different from that of the Collateral Equilibrium i∗0 : i0 6= i∗0. We
will show that these holdings are not reachable without utility loss. Let h∗i (s), h

∗
i (b), h

∗
i (c)

be the holdings of the Collateral Equilibrium ce, and π∗(s), π∗(b) be the equilibrium
prices of ce. Then it holds for the limit prices of assets for bonds πlimiti (one(s), b) of
agents ai:
πlimiti (one(s), b) > π∗(s)

vb
for all i > i∗0 and πlimiti (one(s), b) < π∗(s)

vb
for all i < i∗0

(using π∗(b) = vb because b is riskless).

If i0 > i∗0,
then there must be some j ∈ I, i∗0 < j ≤ i0 with hj(s) = 0 and
0 < hj(b) · vb + hj(c) < h∗i (b) · vb + h∗i (c) for all i ∈ I, i ≤ i∗0
because both holdings are assumed to refer to the same endowment.
Since πlimitj (one(s), b) > π∗(s)

vb
and thus πlimitj (s) > π∗(s), agent aj must have sold his

assets with utility loss if it has less holdings in cash and bonds than those agents having
sold assets at the equilibrium price (note that riskless bond buying is indifferent). This
contradicts the assumption that hj is a holding of a reachable PEAC.
If i0 < i∗0,
then there must be some j ∈ I, i∗0 > j ≥ i0 with hj(c) = hj(b) = 0 and 0 < hj(s) < h∗i (s)
for all i ∈ I, i ≥ i∗0, because both holdings are assumed to refer to the same endowment.

Since πlimitj (one(s), b) < π∗(s)
vb

and thus πlimitj (s) < π∗(s), agent aj must have bought
his assets with utility loss if it has less holdings in assets than those agents having
bought assets at the equilibrium price (note that riskless bond selling is indifferent). This
contradicts the assumption that hj is a holding of a reachable PEAC.
�

The next proposition tells us that if b is a risky bond, we will have a separating index
of bonds as well.

Proposition 9. (Asset Buyer and Risky Bond Buyer Separation)
In any PEAC with cash, one asset s and one risky bond b as goods, there are i0, i1, 0 <
i1 < i0 < 1, such that all agents ai with i > i0 have only assets, no cash, and the complete
holding of assets is collateralized by bonds sold, all agents ai with i1 < i < i0 have no
cash and no asset but only bonds, and all agents with i < i1 have only cash but no assets
and no bonds:
hi(c) = 0 and hi(s) > 0, and hi(b) = − 1

col(s) · hi(s), if i > i0
hi(s) = 0 and hi(c) = 0 and hi(b) > 0 if i1 < i < i0
hi(s) = 0 and hi(b) = 0 and hi(c) > 0 if i < i1
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Proof:
Theorem 1 assures the existence of a separating index of asset holders with bonds,
i0, 0 < i0 < 1, fulfilling the required features. All we still have to show is the existence of
an index i1 with the required conditions. It is sufficient to show that there cannot be
any two agents ai, aj , 0 ≤ i < j ≤ i0 such that ai has bonds and aj has cash: hi(b) > 0
and hj(c) > 0. But this folllows directly from U3b. �

This proposition gives rise to the following

Definition 5. Given an index set I ⊂ [0, 1] and agents ai, i ∈ I with holdings hi for
one asset and one risky bond , any two i0, i1, 0 < i1 < i0 < 1 are called the separating
indices for asset holders with risky bond, if
hi(c) = 0 and hi(s) > 0, and hi(b) = − 1

col(s) · hi(s), if i > i0
hi(s) = 0 and hi(c) = 0 and hi(b) > 0 if i1 < i < i0
hi(s) = 0 and hi(b) = 0 and hi(c) > 0 if i < i1

If there exists such an i0 /∈ I ( i1 /∈ I), the separating index is required to be i0 = (j−k)/2
( i1 = (j − k)/2), where j, k ∈ I are the two closest indices in I smaller and greater than
i0 (i1).

Proposition 9 assures the existence of the two separating indices for asset holders with
bonds as a necessary condition for a PEAC with one asset and one risky bond. The
following proposition states that this existence is also sufficient for a PEAC.

Proposition 10. Given an index set I ⊂ [0, 1] and agents ai, i ∈ I with holdings hi
for one asset and one risky bond such that there exist i0, i1, 0 < i1 < i0 < 1 defining
separating indices for asset holders with risky bond, then the holdings are in a PEAC.

Proof: We have to show that here is no trade possible with these holdings. There are
four different trade types in case ”one asset, one bond”:
a) asset for cash
b) bond for cash
c) asset for bond
d) asset and bond for cash
By definition of the properties of the two separating indices i1, i0, it is obvious that
trade type a) is impossible because of U3a and TR1 which requires assets bidders to
have a higher index than an asset asker. The same argument holds for trades of type b).
Trades of type c) are impossible because all assets are completely collateralized. The only
exception might be agent ai0 in case i0 ∈ I. But an asker must have index i < i0 because
of U7 and TR1 which is impossible. A trade of type d) with asker ai, i ≥ i0 requires that
for any bidder aj holds j > i because U6 and U7 imply that the limit prices for such a
trade, uk(µ(s), µ(b)) = µ(s) · uk(one(s)) + µ(b) · uk(one(b)), are strictly monotone in k
(note that µ(s) > 0 by definition 2.5 of trades). This contradicts the assumption that aj
has no cash. �
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A sufficient condition for a PEAC to be in Collateral Equilibrium state corresponding
to that of proposition 8 interestingly does not exist. This will be shown and discussed in
section 4.3.
�

As in case ”one asset, no bond”, we can define upper and lower bounds for the
separating index for asset holders with bond. This gives the following

Proposition 11. (Bounds for Asset Holders with Bond Separation)
Let agents ai, i ∈ I, be endowed with the same, fixed endowment of assets and bonds for
all CDAs in this proposition. Let the trade network be fully connected.
Let cdamin be the following continous double auction:

phase 1: trade assets for cash (same as in proposition 5)

• each trade has the bidder’s limit price as the trade price: πc = πlimitbid ,

• each trade occurs between the agent with largest i ∈ I still having cash to buy assets
and the agent with smallest i ∈ I still having assets to sell.

This phase ends when assets and cash are separated. Let i0′min be the separating index
for asset holders of this phase.

phase 2: trade assets for bonds

• each trade has the bidder’s limit price as trade price: πb := πlimitbid (µ(s), b)

• each trade occurs between the biding agent with largest i ∈ I still having uncollater-
alized assets (hi(s) > −col(s) · hi(b)) for selling bonds, and the asking agent with
smallest j ∈ I still having uncollateralized assets to sell.

This phase ends with a new separating index for asset holders index i0min > i0′min.

Let cdamax be the same CDA as cdamin but with

• in phase one, each trade has the asker’s limit price as the trade price: πc = πlimitask ,

• in phase two, each trade has the asker’s limit price as trade price: πb := πlimitask (µ(s), b)

Let i0max be the separating index for asset holders of phase two in cdamax.

Then i0min is a lower, and i0max is an upper bound for any separating index of a
reachable PEAC:
Let cda be any continous double auction, and let rwe be a reachable PEAC in cda. Let
i0 be the separating index of rwe for asset buyers. Then it holds:

i0min ≤ i0 ≤ i0max.
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Proof:
1. i0min ≤ i0
Assume i0 < i0min for the separating index i0 of some PEAC reachable by some
CDA cda. There must be some agent ai with i > i0min such that hi(s) < hmini (s),
where hi is the holding in cda and hmini the holding in cdamin. From theorem 1, it
follows that hi(b) = − 1

col(s) · hi(s) and hmini (b) = − 1
col(s) · h

min
i (s). We show that

ui(h(s),− 1
col(s) · h(s)) > ui(h

′(s),− 1
col(s) · h

′(s)) ∀h>h′ . Since the holding of ai in the
PEAC of cdamin has been reached, by construction of cdamin, with utility gain 0, it
has the same utility as his endowment had by auction begin. Then, since we assumed
hi(s) < hmini (s), the utility of the holding of ai in the PEAC of cda must be less than the
utility of the endowment by begin of cda. This contradicts TR1. So let h > h′ > 0. Then
ui(h(s),− 1

col(s) · h(s)) = h(s) · ui(one(s))− h(s)
col(s) · ui(one(b))

ui(h
′(s),− 1

col(s) · h
′(s)) = h′(s) · ui(one(s))− h′(s)

col(s) · ui(one(b))
So we have to show that:
ui(one(s)) · (h(s)− h′(s))− ui(one(b)) · h(s)−h

′(s)
col(s) > 0, which is equivalent to

ui(one(s))− ui(one(b))
col(s) > 0

which follows from U5.

2. i0max ≥ i0
Assume i0 > i0max for the separating index i0 of some PEAC reachable by some CDA
cda. There must be some agent ai with i < i0max such that either hi(c) < hmaxi (c) or
hi(b) < hmaxi (b), where hi is the holding in cda and hmaxi the holding in cdamax. In the
first case (ai has less cash in cda), it follows from the construction of cdamax by which
the asker ai has no utility gain in the PEAC of cdamax with respect to his endowment,
that ai must have a utility loss in the PEAC of cda with respect to his endowment, which
contradicts TR1. In the second case (ai has less bonds in cda), the same argument leads
again to a contradiction of TR1. �

The following CDA similar to the ones defined in the last proposition, will prove useful
in the sequel:
CDAmean: same as cdamax and cdamin in proposition 11 but with prices half way between
askers and bidders limit prices

Case ”one asset, one bond” for the Leverage Cycle example

We can determine the following upper and lower bounds for the separating index of
the leverage cycle example with one bond, for the case I ⊂ [0, 1]:

The auctions cdamin and cdamax of proposition 11 have separating indices:
i0min = 0.769 and i0max = 0.880
i1min = 0.554 and i1max = 0.680

These values have been determined by simulation of 1000 agents.
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Figure 7: PEAC allocation of 1000 agents with auction cdamin : lowerbound.

Fig. 7 shows the PEAC holdings of the continuous double auction cdamin.
Fig. 8 shows the PEAC holdings of the continuous double auction cdamax.
Fig. 9 shows the PEAC holdings of the continuous double auction cdamean.
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Figure 8: PEAC allocation of 1000 agents with auction cdamax : upperbound.
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Figure 9: PEAC allocation of 1000 agents with auction cdamean.
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4.2 Which markets are necessary and/or sufficient for reaching a PEAC?

In the framework defined in chapter 2, any continuous double auction finishes in a
final state (holdings of its agents). This is guaranteed by the minimal trade quantity
assumption of section 2.7 and by assumption TR1 of utility improvement. The natural
question that arises at this point, asks for the conditions under which this final holding is
a PEAC. In the cases ”no bonds”, we have seen (Lemma 1) that the final state is always
a PEA. If there are bonds, however, a final state must not necessarily be a PEAC. Here
is an example:

Example: a final state of a CDA with bonds that is not a PEAC

In the leverage cycle example with one asset s and one bond b0.5 with face value 0.5,
assume that the trade network is a ”direct neighbor network”: each agent aik may
trade only with direct neighbors aik−1

and aik+1
, and ik−1 (ik+1) is direct predecessor

(successor) of ik in I. In Thaler [2015], a continuous double auction cda was defined
on the markets

m1 : ”assets for cash”

m2 : ”bonds for cash”

m3 : ”assets for bonds”

This CDA selects agent’s bidding and asking offers (each with a price interval start-
ing/ending at the agents limit price) randomly, and then it executes a trade τ if the
bidding and asking price intervals overlap, taking as trade price the price half-way
between the askers and the bidders limit price. Trade was only possible with direct
neighbors, and the endowment was as usual one asset, one cash and no bonds.
In this setup, the final holding in Fig. 10 was observed in a simulation run of 100
agents.

This situation presents some agents having assets which are completely collateral-
ized, one of which is indicated by the arrow: agent a53. Its right neighbor a54 is in
the same situation of having only assets which are completely collateralized, and its
left neighbor a52 has uncollateralized assets, positive bonds, but no cash. Now, a53
cannot trade with a54 on any market (m1: has no uncollateralized assets for asking,
m2: has no cash for asking, m3: a54 will violate the collateral constraint after the
trade, because the limit price for one asset is higher than one bond). And a53 cannot
trade with a52 on any market ( m1: has no cash, m2: has no uncollateralized assets for
required collateral, m3: will violate the collateral constraint after the trade, because
the limit price for one asset is higher than one bond).

Solution with less restrictions on the trade network:
This is clearly a blocking situation resulting in the end of the CDA without being
a PEAC because of proposition 9 which requires separation of asset and bond and
cash holders. Note, however, that this situation can be unblocked by allowing a ”fully
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Figure 10: leverage cycle example: a final allocation which is not a PEAC (from ?).

connected” trade network. For example, agent a81 has bonds and could buy on market
m3 some positive amount of assets from a53 paying more than col(s) = 1 bonds.

Solution with a new market
Another way to unblock this situation would be to introduce a new market:

m4 : (one(s),− 1
col(s) · one(b0.5)) for cash

In the above situation, starting from the most rightside agent with the blocking
situation, we enable, by this new market, the right neighbor to pay on m4 as a bidder
by cash, or on m3 by bonds. We will show in proposition 12 that this additional new
market will always make cda end in a PEAC.

The last example indicates that both the trade network and the choice of the markets in
a CDA are important for reaching a PEAC. In order to state necessary and/or sufficient
conditions for reaching a PEAC, the following minimal requirements for the CDAs are
assumed to hold for the rest of this section:

AUC1: the endowments have at least a positive amount of assets or a positive
amount of cash for each agent

AUC2: any feasible sequence of executed, valid trades (TR1-TR4) has a positive
probability of realization in the CDA.

Feasibility means in particular, that any trade of the sequence can be placed on one
of the markets of the CDA. Note that there is an upper limit for the length of a feasi-
ble sequence of executed, valid trade for a given endowment and a given CDA. This is
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guaranteed by the minimal trade quantity assumption 2.7 and TR1 (utility improvement).

In the following, only the case ”one asset, one bond” will be examined. Cases with several
assets and/or several bonds will be investigated in future research.

An immediate hypothesis for a sufficient condition on the markets required for reaching
a PEAC is certainly the following:

Hypothesis 1
If the markets allow for trades of each asset and each bond each against cash or
against bonds, then a CDA will end in a PEAC.

This hypothesis might prove, however, fallacious. Since our agents are ”zero-intelligence”,
they trade only for immediate utility gain in any single trade, but not for total utility
gain in a planed sequence of trades. Furthermore, they might violate some constraint
(for ex. the collateral constraint) after an intermediate trade of a planed sequence of
trades, but would not violate it after the last trade of the sequence. This is exactly what
happens in the example above: the trade (one(s),− 1

col(s) · one(b0.5)) for cash, does not
violate the collateral constraint, but it cannot be resolved in a sequence of two simpler
trades without utility loss or constraint violation after the first trade.
This important characteristic of CDAs with zero-intelligence agents requires
particular market design in which complex trades including several goods in
a single trade allow for an extended consideration of utility gain and con-
straint satisfaction: what may be planned by more intelligent agents with
simpler trades in a sequence, must be offered by more complex trades (mar-
ket products) to less intelligent agents.

The following proposition tells us which markets are sufficient for reaching a PEAC.

Proposition 12. (sufficient markets for CDAs with PEACs)
Let cda be a CDA for an economy with one asset a and one bond b with AUC1 and AUC2
holding. Assume the trade network to be at least ”direct-neighbor” connected. Then the
following markets are sufficient for reaching a PEAC from any endowment which satisfies
AUC1:

m2 : bonds for cash

m3 : assets for bonds

m4 : collateralized assets ((one(s),− 1
col(s) · one(b))) for cash

Proof:
Assume cda to be in a final state (holdings of its agents) which is not a PEAC. Then
there exist two agents ai and aj , i < j, and a valid trade τ (TR1-Tr4 hold) between ai
and aj . This must be a trade not covered by m2, . . . ,m4, and thus either τ = (µ(s), µ(b))
with price in cash, and µ(s) 6= −col(s) · µ(b), or τ = (µ(s) · one(s)) with price in cash:
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other trades not covered by m2,m3,m4 do not exist.

i) τ = (µ(s) · one(s)) with price in cash:
in this case, aj could trade on market m4 with ai, which contradicts the assumption of a
final state in cda.

ii) τ = (µ(s), µ(b)) with price in cash, and µ(s) 6= −col(s) · µ(b):
Let i, j ∈ I, j > i be such that j − i is minimal and a valid trade exists.

case 1: µ(s) > −col(s) · µ(b) and the network is fully connected:
then ai must have uncollateralized assets since TR3 (collateral constraint) holds, and aj
might buy on market m1 assets from ai which contradicts the assumption of a final state
of cda.

case 2: µ(s) > −col(s) · µ(b) and the network is only ”direct-neighbor” connected:
we must show that j = i + 1 and then using the argument of case 1. Now, aj must
have cash and any agent ak with i < k < j has no cash. But then ak must have assets
(hk(s) > 0) or bonds (hk(b) > 0) because of AUC1 and TR1. If it has bonds, aj could buy
bonds from ak which contradicts the assumption of a final state of cda. If it has uncollat-
eralized assets, we end up with the same contradiction. If it has only collateralized assets,
then aj could trade on m4 with ak which contradicts the minimality assumption on i and j.

case 3: µ(s) < −col(s) · µ(b) and the network is fully connected:
then aj must have cash and uncollateralized assets or bonds (hj(b) > 0). But then aj
could trade on market m3 with ai which contradicts the assumption of a final state of cda.

case 4: µ(s) < −col(s) · µ(b) and the network is direct-neighbor connected:
assume j > i + 1. Agent aj must have cash and uncollateralized assets or bonds
(hj(b) > 0), and there is an agent ak, i < k < j that has no cash or it has assets which are
all collaterized. If it has collateralized assets, then aj could trade with ak contradicting
the minimality of i and j. If it has cash, it could trade with ai on market m4 which leads
to the same contradiction.

�

Note that market m1 (assets for cash) is not required. Since the trades (µ(s), µ(b))
for cash are numerous, it is interesting too that we need just one of them (m4).

which markets are necessary for reaching a PEAC?

We have seen in the above example that market m4 is necessary for a direct-neighbor
trade network: any trade with (µ(s), µ(b0.5)) such that µ(s) 6= −col(s) · µ(b0.5) will not
unblock the situation of fig. 10. In the same example with a fully connected trading
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network, we might immagine a situation in which there is an agent ai having only cash,
and all agents with index greater than i have only completely collateralized assets, and
also the direct neighbor of ai with an index lower than i has only completely collateralized
assets. In this state, market m4 is again necessary for reaching a PEAC. These two
cases make believe that market m4 is necessary for reaching a PEAC. Future
work is required to establish which markets are necessary for reaching a PEAC.

4.3 Are the holdings of a reachable PEAC also in Collateral Equilibrium?

A Collateral Equilibrium is always a PEAC (proposition 6). But what about the other
direction? For the cases of no bonds or of a riskless bond, propositions 4 and 8 give an
answer: assuming uniform endowment for all agents, in order to be a CE allocation, it is
sufficient to require the agent’s asset holdings in a PEAC to be uniform in the group
of asset holders, and to require the sum of the agent’s cash and bond holdings to be
uniform in the other group: there is only one such reachable PEAC for the case of one
riskless bond, and this is the CE allocation.
The case of one risky bond is more complex. Obviously, a CE allocation for agents
uniformly endowed with assets and cash must be uniform in its three agent groups
separated by the two seperating indices (definition 5), because all agents are optimizing
for the same equilibrium prices. Interestingly, this characterization is not sufficient for a
PEAC holding to be in Collateral Equilibrium, as will be shown in this section.
We start discussion of the case of one risky bond by defining a continuous double auction
for the leverage cycle example leading to the CE given in figure 3. This will prove that
there exists at least one CDA reaching the CE allocation.

cdafixPrice for the Leverage Cycle example: a CDA reaching the CE allocation

N : number of agents, π∗(s), π∗(b): equilibrium prices for asset s and bond b

phase 1 - trade assets for cash:
start askers at index 1, running upwards, and bidders at index N , running downwards,
and trade assets at price π∗(s). Phase 1 ends when the price exceeds bidder’s limit
price: πlimitbidder < π∗(s).

phase 2 - trade assets for bonds:
continue with asker from phase 1, running upwards, and start bidders at index N ,
running downwards, and trade assets at price π∗(s)

π∗(b) . Phase 2 ends when askers and
bidders meet each other: asker == bidder.

phase 3 - trade bonds for cash:
start with the lowest index of an asker having both cash and bonds, running upwards,
and start with the highest index (greater than asker) of a bidder having cash, running
downwards, and trade bonds at price π∗(b). Phase 3 ends when askers and bidders
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meet each other: asker == bidder.

Figure 11 shows the holdings of cdafixPrice with risky bond b0.5 and 1000 agents after
phase 1, figure 12 after phase 2. After phase 3, the equilibrium allocation (see figure 3)
of the CE is reached.

Figure 11: allocation of 1000 agents in auction cdafixPrice after phase 1

Figure 12: allocation of 1000 agents in auction cdafixPrice after phase 2

Interestingly, proposition 8 does not hold for risky bonds: a PEAC reachable from a
uniform endowment and having uniform holdings in each of the three agent groups (cash
holders, bond holder and asset holders) must not necessarily be in CE state: we have
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many such reachable PEAC allocations for a given uniform endowment. To see this, we
introduce the notion of a utility gain of a continuous double auction:

Definition 6. Given a continuous double auction, an endowment (ωi(gk))i∈I,1≤k≤n for
its agents, and a reachable PEAC of this CDA,
the utility gain of an agent ai in the PEAC of this CDA is defined as:

ugi := ui((hi(gk))1≤k≤n) − ui((ω
i(gk))1≤k≤n)

where hi indicates the holdings of agent ai in the PEAC.

The PEAC in this definition must be reachable because otherwise it makes little sense
to call it a gain in utility.

We will now calculate the utility gain of a CE with one asset and one risky bond.
From this utility gain, it will result that the PEACs with uniform holdings in the three
separated agent groups are not unique and thus not necessarily have to be in a CE state
which, instead, is known to be unique.

Proposition 13. Given a CDA for one asset s and one risky bond b, and an endowment
identical for all agents: ω(c) > 0, ω(s) > 0, and given a reachable PEAC for this CDA
which is in CE state with separating indices i0, i1 and with equilibrium prices π∗(s), π∗(b),
the utility gains are the following:

for i < i1 (cash holders):
ugi = ω(s) · (π∗(s)− ui(s))

for i1 < i < i0 (bond holders):

ugi = (ω(c) + ω(s) · π∗(s)) · ui(b)π∗(b) − (ω(c) + ω(s) · ui(s))
for i > i0 (asset holders):

ugi = π∗(s)·ω(s)+ω(c)
col(s)·π∗(s)−π∗(b) · (col(s) · ui(s)− ui(b)) − (ω(c) + ω(s) · ui(s))

Proof: The formulae for utility gain for cash and bond holders are obvious. For the asset
holders, the formula results from using the following equation describing the holdings of
assets:
hi(s) = ω(s) + ω(c)

π∗(s) + hi(s)
π∗(s)
π∗(b) ·col(s)

.

�

In figure 13, we see that in the case of a risky bond in the leverage cycle example,
the utility gain is strictly positive. In this example, we can slightly increase the equi-
librium price for assets π∗(s) = 0.716 to 0.75 keeping the equilibrium price for bonds
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Figure 13: Utility Gain of 1000 agents in the CE with one asset and one bond with face value 0.5,
and the two separating agents.

π∗(b) = 0.375 unchanged. Applying the continuous double auction cdafixPrice (4.3) to
these prices, we get in figure 14 still a positive utility gain. In figure 15, both the CE
holdings and the holdings of the PEAC with the slightly changed asset price 0.75 are
shown.
Since the double auction cdafixPrice imposes for each trade the fixed prices ( π∗(s) = 0.75
and π∗(b) = 0.375), some trades violate TR1 (utility gain), und thus the PEAC in figure
15 is not reachable by the double auction cdafixPrice.

The following continous double auction, however, reaches the PEAC allocation as can
be shown by simulation. The CDA is tricky, and some details are omitted for better
readability.

auction cda075 for the Leverage Cycle example: a CDA reaching the allocation of fig. 15

N = 1000: number of agents; i1 = 572: separating index for cash holders and bond
holders; i0 = 786: separating index for bond holders and asset holders

phase 1 - trade assets for cash:
start bidders at index i1 + 1, running upwards up to k := i1 + (N − i1)/2, and trade
assets at price πlimiti1+1 (s) + (bidder − i1− 1) · 0.00014: the bidder buys, for all his cash
endowment, equal amounts of assets from all agents aasker, 1 < asker < i1.
After exceeding index k, the bidder changes the asset price to
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Figure 14: Utility Gain of 1000 agents with π∗(s) = 0.75 and π∗(b) = 0.375 with one asset and
one bond with face value 0.5, and the two separating agents.

Figure 15: final holdings of 1000 agents in CE state (filled with colours), and in PEAC of
CDAfixprice (colored lines) with π∗(s) = 0.75 and π∗(b) = 0.375 with one asset and
one bond with face value 0.5
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a new asset price πlimitk+1 (s) − 0.0045 + (bidder − k − 1) · 0.00021484, buying equal
amounts of assets for all his cash endowment. Figure 16 shows the asset and cash
holding at the end of phase 1.

phase 2 - trade assets for bonds:
start with bidder = i0 + 1 and asker = i0 − 1, the asker index decrementing when
having sold all his assets, and the bidder index incrementing when having no more
uncollateralized assets. Set target = 4.6666 as requird number of assets for fi-
nal asset holders. The bidder buys assets for bonds from the asker at a price of
(target− hasker(b0.5))/hasker(s).
Phase 2 ends when the asker reaches i1 and the bidder reaches N .

end of auction cda075

Figure 16: holdings of 1000 agents in cda075 after phase 1

The two auctions defined in this section, are constructed without any randomness in
the selection of prices, markets and trading agents, and they have been constructed just
for the objective of proving reachability of selected PEACs. and CEs. This is far from
any realistic continous double auction. In Breuer et al [2015] it has been shown that
a CDA with random choices of markets and agent’s offers, has a complex underlying
stochastic trading process which evolves in phases, see figure 17. The complexity of CDAs
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with stochastic processes regarding the prices and the agent’s holdings is beyond the
scope of the work presented in this paper. Alltogether, it seems to be a difficult design
task to bring a CDA to a Collateral Equilibrium holding.

Figure 17: Evolution of allocations in a typical auction with bond type 0.5. Top left: end of Stage
1. Top right: end of Stage 2. Bottom left: end of Stage 3. Bottom right: end of Stage
4. (from Breuer et al [2015]).

5 Conclusion and Outlook

There seems to be no natural link between a Continuous Double Auction (CDA) in an
economy with bonds and collateral, and a Collateral Equilibrium (CE) defined in such
an economy by equilibrium prices clearing markets and optimizing the agent’s utility
function, although a CE in a CDA is also a final state of it. We have presented a different
characterization of the final state of a CDA in form of a Pareto Efficient Allocation with
Collateral (PEAC) which covers in a natural way those final states of a CDA which
cannot simply be regarded as states blocking any further trading, and which have the
same structure as a CE. This characterization is based on a framework of trading with
bonds and collateral which tries to maximize generalization but introduces conditions on
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trades and especially on utility functions that allow for a strong characterization of the
holdings of agents in a PEAC. Three research questions have been investigated on, and
this investigation has given general characterizations of

• the agent’s holdings in PEACS in terms of the structure in which some agents hold
only collateralized assets, some holding only bonds, and some holding only cash,

• the maximum and minimum values of indices in the agent’s index set, separating
these groups,

• conditions on markets in a CDA for sufficiency and necessity of reaching a PEAC.

Only some of the cases of economies of the framework have been considered, others
remain open for future research. Hopefully, investigation of these other cases may benfit
from the proof techniques and general insights of the considered cases in the present
work.
An important general insight from the work presented here, is the idea that CDAs with
zero-intelligence agents must offer markets with complex trade products in order to
compensate for the lack of ”intelligence” in the agents unable to plan on more than one
market operation in a sequence of trades: market design ”intelligence” versus agents
”intelligence”.
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